Jbl lancer 77

Quick links. Username: Password: Remember me? Please login or register an account. Board
index Hardware Amplifiers and Loudspeakers. JBL Lancer 77's amplifiers, receivers and
loudspeakers. I just wanted to post some pictures of a project I just finished. I picked up these
gems a couple of weeks ago and just finished rebuilding them today. Each cabinet has one 10"
woofer, one 10" passive and one 2" tweeter. Now the original foam had turned hard as a rock so
I re foamed both woofers and passives. Next the capacitors on the cross overs were bad so I up
graded to Solen metalized polypropylene capacitor of the same value, but I went from a 50V to
V. Next I replaced the old iron core coil with a new air core coil again same value but a big
improvement over the old. I also upgraded the wiring on the crossover from 22 gauge to 16
gauge, and replaced the old tiny binding posts with gold plated binding post. Then I did some
cosmetic work on the cabinets by painting the fronts and back of each flat black again. Then
gave each cabinet a good cleaning and I have been oiling them with lemon oil treatment for a
week now. I had to replace the original grill cloth due to the old cloth being very faded and
stained. I sealed all drivers and both cross overs back into the cabinets and added some extra
insulation to cover the new cross over and to reduce some boomingness these can have. I
haven't actually listened to them yet so I'll have to let you know how they sound. What do you
think? I like that brushed aluminum face frame look. Hope they sound as good too. I read they
can sound pretty good with updating as you've done. Those are beautiful! If you ever come
across more JBL woofers with the white surround, as long as its not cracked, you can restore
them by coating them with DOT3 brake fluid, believe it or not. I did this with a pair of 77's I found
at a DAV a couple of years ago. This method really worked. I hooked these speakers up to my 50
watt per channel Sansui a receiver. I have been listening them for a couple of hr a day now both
vinyl and CD's, and I must say they do sound very nice. I know the foam will need more time to
break in but the bass is surprisingly strong and the tweeters sing like a bird. My next project for
them is to build a couple of stands for them just like I did for for my JBL L centuries. Getting
these speakers up off the floor and tipped back a little really make a difference in how they
sound. Thanks for the tip jcidave1, next time if I ever come across another set of these I'll give
that a try. The original foam like I said was hard but it was also cracked along the edge where
the black cord is. I'll post another update in a week or so if anyone is interested. I am partial to
JBL's myself. I have seen such stories done on restoring guitars and such and you have a real
knack for this. I am very interested in this process. Board index. These speakers are part of an
estate resolution. I set these up for a listening test and they certainly impressed, Lots of
midrange detail and excellent imaging with near perfect center placement. Nice smooth bass
surprisingly from an 10" cone. The old JBL binding posts binding posts have been updated with
new gold plated binding posts for better connection. The serial numbers on the back of the
cabinets are: , Local pick up is preferred However if you have a shipper who is willing to pack
and ship thats fine with me Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed.
Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get
the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee opens in new window or tab. Seller information audioalchemy1 Contact seller. See other items
More See all. Item Information Condition:. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list
is full. Longtime Member. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for
shipping options. See details. Item location:. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until
you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and
import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc.
Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. NEW 2- 6. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your
convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: Used: An item that has been
used previously. The item may have some signs of cosmetic wear, but is fully operational and
functions as intended. This item may be a floor model or store return that has been used. See all
condition definitions - opens in a new window or tab Read more about the condition. Shipping
and handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller -

opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be
calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: United States. No additional import
charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and
includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or
9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy.
No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a
new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back
to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window
or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new
window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation.
Used: An item that has been used previously. Change country: -Select- United States There are
1 items available. Discussion in ' The Lansing Legacy ' started by z-adamson , May 4, Log in or
Sign up. JBL Lancer Messages: 3, I keep seeing the Lancer 77 for sale in great shape for not a
whole lot of money relative to other vintage JBL speakers. Good looking cabinets, new foam
black. So, how do these stack up against the other more popular JBL speakers ie. L, L, L, L96, b
etc. Compared to the models you mentioned, I'd go for b or L instead. I think the L77 is more a
collector's piece - something to own for fun when you already have a stack of other newer and
better JBLs. Last edited: May 4, Davekayc and malden like this. Looks like 2 way, cone tweeter,
dual 10in woofers one being passive. Likely sounds different than the others. But generally
speaking, are they well regarded? Messages: 3, Location: Northern California. Lackluster
paper-cone tweeter, no real mid-range though that 10" does better than most woofers in this
regard , lackluster bass They remind me a lot of the L88, but the L88 at least had better bass and
an upgrade path to turn it into an L The L77 does have a bit of that old-school 's warm sound
though, and if you like that due to nostalgic reasons or otherwise, they might be fun. Chris
Brown , May 4, Messages: 5, They look like they were done in the factory. The foam is tucked
under the cone, the way they were meant to be. The surrounds are also black, which I prefer
over the newer anemic "white" surrounds. I think they are beautiful pieces of furniture. In terms
of sound, I agree with the above statements that they don't compare to the others you
mentioned, but they do sound very good. I use them in a small basement room in a near-field
setting. I really enjoy them with some of my vintage tube and SS amps. They really shine with
acoustic music, Jazz and Classical but not that great for rock music. Messages: 6, Location:
Atlanta. Messages: 52 Location: AZ. I have had a pair of these for years and are one of about 11
pair of vintage speakers I use regularly. The question of how good these are depends in my
mind on whether they have been repaired with standard replacement type foam surrounds. If so
they will never sound the way they were intended to. The material used for the surrounds
originally is a rubber which was firmer and stiffer than foam. It was developed by JBL and called
Lansalloy. This stuff gets very stiff but can easily be brought back to working condition by the
MINIMAL and careful application of clear brake fluid. I'm not making this up. I used a q-tip. If you
find a pair of stiff ones that are still white or discolored white you have an opportunity to get an
extraordinary pair of speakers. If the original surrounds have been cut out and replaced with
foam just walk away. They could never sound as originally designed or intended unless you
source the original material and start over. Great speakers. JJCalvillo likes this. Chris Brown
likes this. My answer is based upon the shared view of a speaker builder. Not just out of my
head. The movement of the more compliant foam will lead to a "sloppier" less precise sound.
Different physical responsiveness, less snappy. Hope this helps. You must log in or sign up to
reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you
already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? Skip to main content. Add to Watchlist. Bidding has ended on this item. Ships to:.
United States and many other countries See details. This amount is subject to change until you
make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially
during peak periods. Start of add to list layer. Add to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for more
lists. L77 's See original listing. Dec 02, PST. Seller's other items. Related sponsored items.
Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Similar sponsored items. JBL exclusive luxury speaker cover 2
sheets 1 set made of velvet suede. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item
specifics Condition: Used: An item that has been used previously. The item may have some
signs of cosmetic wear, but is fully operational and functions as intended. This item may be a
floor model or store return that has been used. See all condition definitions - opens in a new
window or tab Read more about the condition. These are the nicest pair of Lancer 77s you'll see

or hear. The walnut is beautiful on all sides, freshly oiled. The original grille frames have
replaced wool cloth. The four aluminum trim rails are fine and included along with the original
front badges. I slid in one of the rails for inspection. The cones were professionally refoamed in
The tweeter domes are untouched. Collector grade 60's artifacts that you can use. Back to home
page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. L77 's. Condition: Used. Ended: Dec
02, PST. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab See details. Item location: Portland, Oregon, United States. Seller:
collegecasa Seller's other items. Used: An item that has been used previously. Remember Me?
Results 1 to 3 of 3. I have a small collection of JBL speakers and recently acquired a pair of
Lancer 77's that have been professionally re-foamed. To my ears, they sound very good. I know
the LE isn't the last word in hf drivers, but it suits me just fine. The mid-range of the L77's are, in
my opinion, very lively. My only complaint is the lack of bass. I have been pretty happy with the
bass from my L88's, although the mids are somewhat weak. No surprise since they rely on the
tweeter and woofer for this purpose, neither of which seem to be up to the task. I have an extra
set of L77 drivers and crossovers that I plan to build custom enclosures for. The LE10's and
passive radiators need to be re-foamed which I will have done professionally. I may look into the
crossovers and recap them if needed. So I'm wondering if the bass response of the L77's can be
improved upon with larger enclosures. Or can the bass be improved upon by eliminating the
passive radiators and building reflex or horn loaded enclosures. Any thoughts? Hello from the
Left Coast! You can alter the response of your L If you remove the passive radiator, you'll see
that it has a ca
jaguar xe manual
ford mustang wiring harness
2002 dodge neon manual
rdboard disc installed where the voice coil is normally attached to the cone. It should have a
t-nut in its center with a bolt sticking out of it. More mass can be added to the PR10 by adding
the cardboard controlling discs or metal washers to the back of the cone. This comes at a price
as it will change the curve of the system so make certain that you can remove any mass you
add. It's a cut and try process so a lot of listening and testing will be involved. However your
best option will be to add a VLF speaker or " sub woofer" I've never liked that term to your
system. Have fun Ed. Thanks Ed, I almost forgot about adjusting the passives, I'll try that on my
stock L77's. My goal though, is to build custom cabinets for the extra set of L77 components I
have. Replies: 13 Last Post: , AM. Replies: 29 Last Post: , PM. Replies: 1 Last Post: , PM.
Replies: 22 Last Post: , PM. Replies: Last Post: , PM. All times are GMT The time now is PM. All
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